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In the computer performance arena, we often think of “looping” in
a negative sense. But is all looping bad? The loop control structure
is actually the most often-used control structure in programming

today. This article suggests a use of the loop structure in our daily per-
formance analysis to find the largest users of a system resource. In our
example, we study the use of this technique as applied to identifying and
reducing the CPU portion of your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). It can
also be applied to your I/O and memory resources with similar success.

So, what is “looping for performance”? It is an iterative approach to
resource characterization that asks who is the biggest and why?

Once the question is answered at one level, we then proceed to the
next level and ask the question again. We continue in this manner until
we find something that we can change. It might be a program, a DB2
plan, a parameter, or even—the best of all finds—something that no
longer needs to run.

Why do we care about finding resource excesses? Well, in this finan-
cial environment, how often do you want to ask management for a new
system? If you do not know what is eating away at your resources, how
do you plan? When resources are tight, this process may find enough
to delay that next upgrade or ensure that it is justified. Then again, we
are all technical detectives in one way or another, and this is an enjoy-
able use of our talents that can also benefit our employers.

SILOS ARE GOOD FOR THE FARMERS

Let us look now at the reason we need an iterative solution, why one-
stop shopping just does not cut it in the new Web-driven world.
Throughout the last three decades of computer performance analysis,
we have progressed far in our understanding of the platforms and sub-
systems we manage. We can take pride in the stability of our systems
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FIGURE 1: HOW DO WE DO THINGS TODAY?
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To support their application our view must be horizontal and
encompass whatever silos make up the application they are using.
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FIGURE 2: HOW DO OUR USERS VIEW THESE SILOS?
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and in our alert mechanisms when the unexpected happens. We have
developed groups of subject matter experts who know their areas of
expertise to great depth.

However, just when we start to get a handle on our environments, they
change. Gone are the single subsystem applications. Their replacements
tend to be multi-subsystem (MQ, CICS and DB2) and even multi-plat-
form. The vertical silos we have been so proud of need to be replaced by
processes that can join the expertise across silos horizontally because that
is how our applications are designed. See FIGURES 1 and 2.

Before we can apply our technique, we need to “be one with our
applications.” We need to see them as they are. How do we get to this
“horizontal view”? First, we must collect the data from all silos; this
may already be done. Your SMF records are bursting with horizontal
data. Data sources such as CMF, RMF, TMON, IMFs FA records,
CICS transactional 110s, the MQs 115s and 116s, DB2s 100 and 101
all provide clues to help you see the horizon. See FIGURE 3.

The next step is to understand which applications visit which silos.
This may be your hardest challenge. One good way to do this is to find
the tables that control your internal cost accounting or billing system.
In the tables of this system, you will often find the clues to the “busi-
ness function’s” usage of the computing environment—the applica-
tions.

Build a table like in FIGURE 4, mapping the applications to the plat-
forms and subsystems they use.

TYING IT TOGETHER:
THE UOW

OK, that was real work. Your knowledge of your applications and
your value to your employer has just taken a big jump. Let us use this
information to build another structure, a ‘Unit of Work’ (UOW). This
term is often used to describe the round trip of a CICS transaction
through several CICS regions. Nevertheless, remember, we a trying
hard to tie together not just one subsystem type, but the entire life of
that access through our systems. Therefore, we would like to call a

UOW that work initiated because of the initial transaction regardless of
the subsystems it visits.

A simple example: A banking application that enters the system
through a CICS Terminal Region (TOR) visits two Application
Regions (AORs) and then executes a DB2 plan to update a database.
The entire usage for this application is the CICS usage and the DB2
usage. The CICS transaction usage can be provided for by the SMF
110 record. DB2 usage can be provided by the DB2 Accounting
record the 101.

FIGURE 5 depicts our banking application.
To tie the records together, you can use a variable called the Unit of

Work timestamp. It is available in any good performance database such
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Q: What Service Class/Performance Group uses the most CPU?
A: Onlines
Q: What Online Regions use the most CPU?
A:  CICSPRD4

Q:What transactions in CICSPRD4 use the most CPU?
A: BM10
Q: Why does BM10 use this much CPU
A: DB2

Q: What plan ID does BM10 use?
A: BM10D17
Q: What SQL does BM10D17 use?
A: See next page…..

FIGURE 7: A LOOPING PROCESS EXAMPLE

Payroll - Uses NT ���� CICSPRD1 ���� DB2P

Inventory  - Uses NT ���� PDIMSM2   ���� DPLN

Warehouse  - Uses NT ���� Server01 ���� Oraprd

Billing - Uses NT ���� IMSPRD ���� DPRD

Etc.

FIGURE 4: KNOWING YOUR APPLICATIONS
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FIGURE 5: BUILDING A UNIT OF WORK

Overall System Data: SMF/RMF/CMF type 70,72 etc

Address Space data: Type 30 s, 42 s

Subsystem Data: DB2 - 100,101

CICS - 110,MVCICS,TMON, 
OMCICS

IMS  - IMSLOG, MVIMS(FA)

MQ   - 115, 116

FIGURE 3: COLLECTING DATA
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as MXG or MICS and is used to automatically create applications in
MAINVIEW Applications Analysis from BMC Software.

The UOW timestamp facility is automatically turned on in most CICS
multi-region subsystems. However, the timestamp is not automatically
passed from CICS to DB2. To do so requires setting the ACCOUNTSREC
parameter in the RDO to either TASK or UOW in CICS 5.1 or above. In
CICS 4.1, it was referred to as the “Tokeni” parameter.

ANALYZING THE DATA

Now that we have our data gathered and have a little understanding
of our applications, let us start “looping for performance.”

We start at the highest level of usage on the system, the Service
Class, assuming you are “Goal Mode.” The type 72 records viewed
with Visualizer, SAS or even RMF reports can tell you where to start.
Just ask the question for your peak ‘Prime Shift’ hour: What is the
biggest one and why?

Why just the biggest ones?: Time. You do not have time to fight all
the small battles. During WWII, the allies in the Pacific had a plan
called “island hopping.” They focused on their “critical path”—those
islands that truly determined the course of the war. They spent their
time and effort on those bypassing the others. The result: Victory.

Today, in your day-to-day performance battles, you can employ
“silo hopping.” See FIGURE 6.

Let us look at an example shown in FIGURE 7:

1. What’s the biggest service class? A review of the type 72 records
tells us that the “Online” service class consumes the most CPU
for the 2:00 PM hour, our peak.

OK, one question answered. We need to focus on the “Online” service
class. Let us drop down a level and ask our question again:

2. What address space, which runs under the “Online” Service
Class, consumes the most CPU? Here an analysis of the type 30
interval records can help. We find that the CICSPRD4 region has
the most CPU time

Again, we need to know why this region is so heavily used.
Therefore, we drop down another level, down to the transactions and
ask our question again.

3. What transaction in the CICSPRD4 region consumes the most
CPU? Here is where we run into a little trouble. We are running
CICS Online Transaction Server 1.4. The sum of all the transactions
equates to only 20% of the CPU time the region has used. What
is the problem? The problem is the CICS record does not reflect
the DB2 portion of the transaction. The CICS region gets charged
the CPU cost of the DB2 plan that was called, but not until CICS
OTS 2.2 does the 110 transaction record provide this information.

To bring in this DB2 accounting information, we need to use our
UOW timestamp. After doing so we find that DB2 plan BM10D17 was
used and when combined with the CICS transaction BM10 that called
it, it is by far the largest user of CPU resources within our CICS region.

Let us recap what we just did:
We started at the Service Class and just kept asking what is big and

why. We used the already-available SMF records and possibly a per-

formance database and/or an application data analysis tool to get to the
DB2 plan causing the usage.

Where do we go from here? Crossing the silos, we go talk to our
DBA, who is familiar with this application. The DBA has some tools
from BMC, CA or others that can “explain” our BM10D17 plan. It so
happens that upon closer examination, the BM10D17 plan is returning
over 100,000 rows per ‘interactive’ transaction. It was doing this while
also scanning the very larger index. A quick addition of a field to the index
on the table produced a 30 percent reduction in the CPU used by this
transaction. See FIGURE 8. It was also found that only one of the 100,000
returned rows was used. This was an obvious plea for further scrutiny.

This transaction caused 100 MIPS of usage on one of the seven
LPARs where it was found operating. The 30 MIPS of savings will be
the smallest savings, as the change is applied to the other LPARs run-
ning this application. All other LPARs are bigger, and the application
runs more transactions on those other LPARs than the one used in the
example. The total savings will be at least 200 MIPS or about one 2064
engine. There is even a larger saving to be had as soon as the return of
the 100,000 rows is clarified.

SUMMARY

We have introduced a simple method of “looping” through the
SMF data to find our “critical path” to victory. There is nothing new
about the record types used or the data contained in them. What is
new is a means of quickly getting through the data and turning it
into information. Also new is our view of our application from a
wider scope than what we have in much of our past. The horizontal
view of an application is critical to our success. Future enhance-
ments to this process will need to take into account the outboard
systems such as Windows NT and UNIX and new environments
such as IBM WebSphere. The additions of these new data sources
will again require new metric knowledge and new changes to the
UOW. However, we are already part of the way there. We know
what question to ask: Who is the biggest and why?  

NaSPA member Greg Scriba is employed with BMC
Software. He has worked in the IT industry for 28
years and has worked in tuning/capacity planning
for over 20 years.
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Q: What SQL code uses the most CPU?
A: Statement 1
Q: What is the STMT 1 SQL doing?
A: Accessing tables through an index.

Q:Does the access match the index?
A: No
Q: Would the query run better if it used another index?
A: Yes, one that matches the requested cols.

Q: Can the DBA change the index?
A: Yes
Q: What was the impact?
A: 30% Savings

FIGURE 8: A LOOPING PROCESS EXAMPLE. DB2 AND LOWER
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